PERFORMANCE OF THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD BASED ON DATA LAYERING NORMALIZATION USING TENSORFLOW
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ABSTRACT: Three dimensional image processing is used in different image process real time applications such medical imaging, satellite communication, underwater photography and industries. Imagery algorithms are used in day to day life. The huge data and complexity, the processing of images are tedious process and couldn’t get effective decision. Image processing algorithms are parallel processing and we need to use multicore CPUs and Graphics Processing units. The high resolution image processing are pulse compression, synthetic aperture, tomography and underwater photography. So processing above three dimensional images, we implement data layering normalization in 2D plane. The dynamic range three dimensional images are selected and processed by using data layering normalization. The proposed method has been analyzed and tested using TensorFlow. Here we use multicore deep learning GPUs test method normalization process and verified by using experimental data. This method provides strong robustness, image background equalization and decision making capabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image processing is major thrust area and many of the industries are using various image processing techniques such as image enhancement, restoration, compression and multimedia application. These internet world huge volumes of multimedia data are used in various applications like social media, medical field and research industries. The variety of image analytics tools are used to process images and making effective decision. Nowadays, robot process automation, deep learning, machine learning, virtual reality and augmented learning are played vital and next few year they are rolling the world [1].

Google TensorFlow is the platform and building model for machine learning, deep learning and neural network applications. This tools has optimization, image pre processing, inference generation and residue analysis. This tool is modular extensible design so we will use for specific applications. This tool will be used in heterogeneous environments like multicore processing, GPUs, Server computing and Tensor processing units. This is deep learning framework with Python API and open source application by Google [2].

Tensorflow has computation graph, edges and operational nodes. This is arbitrary dimensional arrays and process multiple inputs & outputs. Tensors are used to process one node to another node [3]. The edges are used to find the flow and computations. Computational graph is generated in each stage for verifying performance. This is high order processing tool so we will get effective decision making results [4][5].

In this paper we implement image processing algorithm to evaluate three dimensional image using GPUs. We evaluate several image operations like image gradient calculation, edge detection, image transformation and segmentation. This paper has following sections, section II describes related works, section 3 describe methodologies and models, section 4 explains implementation and results and section 5 gives conclusion and discussion.
II. RELATED WORKS

Three dimensional imaging sonar has wide band signals and emits at grazing angles. In this case, we got high resolution images. Babu Zho et al, depth dimension, navigation dimension and azimuth coordination are three factors affect image quality [6]. The ultra wide band frequency signals have large glancing angles. To achieve good performance in high resolution images we need to implement data layered method. Cong et al, the images has different depth and medium environments so the image region is unbalanced stage. So we can’t make effective decision and extract information from images is tedious.

Jiang et al, the following reasons to affect the image quality 1. Imaging sonar imbalance in moving objects, 2. Transmitting data from one node to another node has reduce the quality, 3. Glancing angle has affect overall system process [7]. According to various survey, Kirchhoff model, perturbation model and scattering models are used at various degrees. Camera angle and position is major factor. The numerical aperture calculation is used for finding scattering and far-field images.

Damier et al, the deep learning architecture has five software frameworks and it has extensibility, hardware utilization and speed. This is multi threaded GPU model and flexible neural network computation. Emir et al, the comparative study of GPU acceleration and deep learning software are trained by neural network and two CPU and two GPU platforms for testing. In this case, distributed graph algorithm is suggested for multiple GPUs. TensorFlow has better scalability and provides comparative results [9].

The TensorFlow is developed by C++ and which has API for implementing other programming languages. Nowadays Python API is used for programming. Several third party vendors are used various programming languages for coding. TensorFlow is a computational graph model and it is flexible and distributed processing. TensorFlow has placeholders and variable tensors. The computational graph is generated by TensorFlow and creates queue nodes with dependencies. The queue has executed with dependencies and generates unsolved dependencies. This is parallel processing model so each node is assigned to devices and find the computational factor [10][11].

TensorFlow run as simulation graph and kernel is used to complete the operation. GPU implementations are done by using variety of processor and non processor model. This is abstract interface model and implements hardware, backend and domain specific compilers. NVIDIA cards, CUDA tool kit are used in development environment. Based on above literatures, we implement data layering model for analysing performance of three dimensional image processing using TensorFlow.

III. MODEL AND METHODS

Parallel processing has become important for handling high performance computing. The amount data, images and signals are increased rapidly. GPUs based computer graphics are used for parallel processing applications. CPUs are time consuming and tedious to handle images. The real time image processing platforms NVIDIA and OpenGL are used for writing codes and TensorFlow is used for computational graphs. This is GPUs digital signal processors and field programmable gate arrays for increase the performance. The below Fig 1 shows three dimensional image data in cylindrical share and represented using 2D plane.

![Figure 1: Three dimensional image model](image-url)
This above model represented as \( P(x,y,z) \) and echo distance \( r \) with respect to \( t \). The data converted to horizontal and vertical sequences. 256x256 pixels for 2D images, 5x5 for kernel size, for high resolution input images 4096x4096 and kernel size is 11x11. If the 3D image can be represented in 2D plane means 64x64x64 image size, kernel size is 5x5x5.

In this some characteristics are addressed. Edge detection is the first step of image processing. We used canny and gradient methods are used. 512x512 and 1024x1024 image data are selected for initial stage. Image gradient operation is applied for processing colour and gray scale image. 3x3 kernel size is applied for finding edges. Canny edge detector is applied for extracting structural information. Gaussian filtering is applied for smoothing and sharpening images. The length of the kernel is 5x5 and integer matrix is set as 1000x1000 and 10000x10000.

Image resizing is applied for processing the images. Data layering in 2D plane is used to resize the pixels. Here, we used 1024x1024 and 2048x2048 pixel for image data processing. K-means image segmentation techniques are applied and form the cluster group as 100x100 pixels. Image deblurring is the convolution process and optimization process is applied using 512X512 and 1024x1024 pixels. 45 and 90 degrees image rotation is applied for processing image data.

Partial differential equation is applied for image smoothing. For the 2D data plane, 512x512 and 1024x1024 image dataset is used for processing. Here quantization and damping factor is calculated. To solve this problem, we used reflective compensative techniques to apply normalization operation. The following are the steps to process two set of images.

![Image data fusion – two set of 3D images](image)

**Figure 2: Image data fusion – two set of 3D images**

Input 1: The water layer images are used to processing our proposed method. Here, length and apertures are calculated using interference factor. The attenuation and depth direction is measured.

\[
A_h = R \times (1 - \cos(\pi/2))
\]

Input 2: Stratum images are selected from reflected objects. Azimuth classification is applied for finding depth and normalization process. Here, normalization process is applied for suppress the image and find the lossy factor.

\[
B_h = R \times (1 + \sin(\pi/2))
\]

The converted 2D array is guided and applied statistical process for echo data. The array of sealed reference energy is calculated by using below equation.

\[
Rh = \sum \frac{image(Ah,Bh)}{N}
\]

\[
N = Rh / \text{Max}( Ah, Bh) \text{ and } Image_n = Image_n \times Rh
\]

Apply deep convolution formula and find attenuation energy, the energy balance is calculated by

\[
\text{Image}(n,R) = Image_n + \sum image(Ah,Bh) + \sum N
\]
For the above formula image data fusion is applied for measuring edges, skip part and particle. The DCT transformation is applied to find depth and position

$$DCT_{n,R} = \frac{(1/N)(0.5) \times \text{image(Ah,Bh))}}{N-1}$$

Inverse operation

$$IDCT_{n,R} = \frac{(1/N)^{0.5} / \text{image(Ah,Bh))}}{N}$$

Based on above formula we converted Python API code and tested the accuracy using TensorFlow.

IV. ACTION DATA PROCESSING USING TENSORFLOW

The experiments are performed using 64bit GNU Intel processor and GPU Tesla K80. The seabed data is selected and below figure 3 shows that water layer and stratum part. The interference factor is calculated and echo factors are adjusted.

![Figure 3: Input 1,2 and TensorFlow Computational Graph](image)

Based on above computation graph results, detection and tracking data are suppressed. The echo energy and azimuth number is calculated and tested various time intervals. The below graph shows that comparison of results of azimuth and normalized values.
Figure 4: Normalized values and azimuth number results

The above graph shows the result of normalized values of input image size as 1024X1024 and kernel size is 3x3. The same coordinate result are tested in CPU and below table shows the performance of our algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 X 2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Frequency (max)</td>
<td>2.5 GHz</td>
<td>756Mhz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Memory</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>2 X 1 TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>90W</td>
<td>200W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canny</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Blurring</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D Convolution</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Convolution</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison results of CPU and GPU our proposed system

From these experiments, GPU is performed very well and simulation results are shown good performance. TensorFlow gives computational graph and compared the CPU performance also. Based on the above results, the following are taken into account, 1. This method is effectively classified water level and stratum image data, 2. Found edges, side band and low band values, 3. Eliminated hidden and noisy elements, 4. Interference factor is calculated at each level, 5. Performance are compared and discussed. Our proposed method provides three dimensional images are processed by data layering normalization using TensorFlow.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a three dimension image processing method is proposed and data layering normalization method is applied. TensorFlow platform is used to generate convolution matrix and test performance. Three dimensional volume of image data is selected and applied image processing techniques used data layering normalization method. In this method, we used azimuth number, canny operator and PDE for energy balancing, image background variance, gray scale modelling, gradient operations and image quality. CPU and GPU performance are compared with various factors. The computation is calculated at different time intervals and parallel devices. In future, same method is applied for huge volume of dataset and multiple GPUs.
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